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Guatemala orders abortion ship out

Guatemala's immigration office says it has ordered the expulsion of a ship run by Dutch non profit organisation Women on Waves
that performs free abortions onboard in international waters.

The office said on Friday it was also expelling the ship's crew.

Guatemalan law prohibits abortion and allows the government to expel foreigners based on perceived risks to national interests,
national security or public safety.

Earlier, the Guatemalan military had prevented the group from picking up women for the procedure in the Pacific port of Quetzal,
where the ship is located. The military said it was under instructions from President Jimmy Morales to not allow the activity.

The group travels the globe offering abortion services to women in countries where the procedure is illegal.
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18C review strands PM in row

DAVID CROWE, HEDLEY THOMAS
Prime Minister Malcolm Turnbull will be forced to rule on a damaging Liberal split over race-hate laws.
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Turnbull cracks whip on disunity
DAVID CROWE
Malcolm Turnbull has aimed another rebuke at Tony Abbott over a dangerous dispute about the government’s direction.
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No one can take Abbott seriously
JANET ALBRECHTSEN
The perpetual state of political disruption makes it hard to get a firm footing on what centre-right politics means.
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‘Avoid buying our Aussie icons’
SUE NEALES
FIRB has advised Chinese firms looking to buy farms and agricultural businesses to steer clear of Australian icons.
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Accused tied to missile buy plot
MARK SCHLIEBS, RACHEL BAXENDALE
An electrician from the NSW town of Young has been linked to a conspiracy to buy Chinese surface-to-air missiles.
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